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HIGHLIGHTS 
Magnetic Fields Induce 
Temperature Changes 

Magnetic fields like those associated with nuclear mag- 
netic resonance (NMR) imagers can induce relatively large 
changes in the temperature of live mice, according to a 
recent paper by German scientists. This new, unexpected 
findimg has surprised many leadimg researchers. 

A team working under Professor Klaus Dransfeld of the 
Department of Physics at Konstanz University measured a 
detectable increase in rectal and surface temperature of mice 
placed in a static magnetic field of only 0.4 Tesla (T). The 

- temperature effect begins to saturate in a field of 2 T, with 
little further heating as the magnetic field is increased to 8 T. 

Interestingly, the temperature increase was only observed 
when the mice were in certain orientations in the magnetic 
field. In another orientation, there was a decrease in tem- 
perature as the skngth of the magnetic field increased. 
(Reversing the direction of the magnetic field by reversing 
the coil current had no effect on the direction of the tempera- 
turechange.) 

The authors cannot explain what biological processes 
could cause the observed effect. They do note that there is a 
translational force (proportional to the susceptibility of 
biomolecules) in inhomogeneous magnetic fields which 
does change dict ions l i e  the observed temperature. 

In one experiment with a 3 T magnetic field, the rectal 
and dorsal temperatures of the mouse started to increase in 
about four minutes. The temperature continued to increase 
for three hours for a net change of 2.4 degrees Centigrade 
(C). After the magnetic field was turned off, it took two 
hours for the tempemreof the mouse to return to normal. 

Dr. Rudolf Oldenbourg, a co-author of the paper and 
presently a visiting post-doctoral researcher at Brandeis 
University's Martin Fisher School of Physics in Waltham, 
MA, said the group had run the experiment at different 
times and had always observed the same qualitative re- 
sponse. "Beyond any doubt there is a temperature change 
due to the magnetic field," be said in a telephone interview. 

This study was motivated by a report of observed temper- 
ature increases as great as 5 degrees C in humans exposed to 
fields similar to those of NMR imagers. This observation 
has not been formally published, but is reported in a work- 
ing paper cited in Dransfeld's paper. Oldenbourg believes 
that these temperature increases were measured for expo- 
sures to magnetic fields of up to 1.5 T. 

In a series of interviews, experts in the field expressed 
surprise over Dransfeld's experiment. None could offer an 
explanation for his results and many were incredulous. 

Dransfeld's findings could have an impact on the assess- 
ment of the risks of NMR imagers, which are using stronger 

* and stronger magnetic fields. For instance, Technicare, a 
Johnson & Johnson subsidiary, has won government ap- 
proval to market NMR units with magnetic fields of 0.6 T, 
and has four machines with 1.5 T fields undergoing trials at 
various clinics across the country. A spokesman for the 
company said that units with fields of up to 2.0 T are being 
tested in-house. 

To date, there have been no reports of ill effects due to 
NMR imagers, from either their static magnetic fields or 
from their pulsed radiofrequency signals. Indeed, the Fwd 
and Drug Administration's Center for Devices and 
Radiological Health noted in its May Radiological Health 
Bulletin that, "The only significant adverse effect [of NMR 
imagers] ohserred was claustrophobia in about four percent 
of the subjects." 

Dransfeld's paper appears in Naturwissenschafen. 71, 
100; 1984, a prestigious German journal. The paper is writ- 
ten in English. Dransfeld was formerly with the Max Planck 
Institute for Solid State Physics in Stungart and the High 
Magnetic Field Lab in Grenoble, France. 

Power Substations: E M  
and Community Concerns 

Computers and other electronic equipment in power sub- 
stations can fail due to electromagnetic interference (EMI) 
from transients. This is the conclusion of a study headed by 
Dr. B. Don Russell of Texas A&M University in College 
Station and sponsored by the Electric Power Research Insti- 
tute (EPRI). As engineers turn theu attention to this prob- 
lem, citizen groups are showing greater concern over the 
potential health effects of the EM fields associated with 
substations. 

EM1 From Transients 
Russell and co-workers have characterized the transients 

which are Caused by the operation of breakers and discon- 
nect switches: the frequencies range from several hundred 
Hz to more than 200 MHz, with ampiitudes of up to 70 
kV/m and higher. Though the exception is the rule, a "typi- 
cal" waveform lasts 10 microseconds, is in the 20 MHz 
range and has an amplitude of 5 kV/m (electric) and 3 A/m 
(magnetic). The "typical" transient generated by a 345 kV 
switch has a rise time of 180 nanoseconds (ns) (electric) and 
60 ns (magnetic); for a 500 kV switch, the rise times are 700 
ns (electric) and IOOns (magnetic). 

W~th respect to the EM1 shielding that can be provided by 
a substation control building, Russell's group found an at- 
tenuation of about 15 dB in the 10-100 MHz range and up to 
20-25 dB in the 1-10 MHz range, though they add that there 
are "significant holes" in this shielding. 

Russell and co-workers warn that transients "represent a 
significant potential problem in terms of equipment interfer- 
ence. ..Failures will occur due to these transients; it is only a 
matterof time." 

A brief summary of Russell's findings appears in two 
papers published in the July issue of the IEEE Transaction 
on Power Apparatus and Systetns. The complete report, 
Measurement and Characterization of Substation Elec- 
tromagnetic Transients, (No. EL2982) is available from 
EPRI, Research Reports Center, Box 50490, Palo Alto, CA 
94303, (415) 965-4081. Tko related papers on a long-term 
transient monitoring system in a 138 kV and a 500 kV 
substation and transmission line, by a team headed by M.D. 
Perkins of Westinghouse Electric Corp. in Pittsburgh, PA, 
are in the August issue of thelEEE Transaction on PAS. 
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Public Concerns 
Citizen concerns about the potential hazards of EM radia- 

tion associated with power systems are growing: disputes 
over substations have joined on-going controversies over 
transmission lines. The difficulties experienced by New 
York City's Con Edison and by Florida Power and Light 
(FP&L) may be anomen forotherutilities. 

Con Edison is building a substation near the United Na- 
tions and across the street from a housing development. A 
gmup calling itself HEED (Help End Environmental 
Danger) has succeeded in drawing attention to the plant, 
which is now half completed. In June, the City Council 
h e w  testimony on a motion to halt construction pending 
the writing of anenvironmental impact statement. 

Dr. Abraham Liboff of Oakland University in Rochester, 
MI, testified for HEED arguing for a cautious approach in 
light of new research showing that magnetic fields are more 
biologically active than previously thought. A number of 
local politicians also spoke in favorof HEED'S position. 

Con Ed says there is no risk, citing measurements from a 
nearby substation that showed magnetic fields are on the 
order of a fraction of a milligauss, 80 feet from the station 
and 30 feet above the street. Con Ed's Dr. Peter Freudenthal 
told the council that there are 20 other substations in the city 
and "it would be ridiculous to stop this project. " A decision 
fromthe City Council is expected soon. 

In Coral Springs, FL, the community is trying to stop 
FP&L from building a substation that has already been shut 
out from a neighboring community. Citizens wanted to in- 
voke a new state law, authorizing the state Department of 
Environmental Regulation (DER) to establish safety re- 
quirements for power lines (see MWN, JulyIAugust 1983). 
But, as DER's Karen Anthony told Microwave News, the 
law does not apply to substations. 

Appeals Court Lifts Ban 
On Project ELF Construction ... 

A federal appeals court has l i e d  the construction ban on 
Project ELF in what may be the final blow to opponents of 
the Navy's massive land-to-submarine communications sys- 
tem. The June 13 order of the Seventh Circuit Court of 
Appeals in Chicago suspends a district court injuction 
against further construction pending completion of a sup- 
plemental environmental impact statement (EIS) on the pro- 
ject (see MWN, March 1984). 

The appeals court is not expected to issue its decision on 
the pmject's future until this fall. Meanwhile, the Navy is 
proceeding with both the project and the mandated study. 

The State of Wisconsin and Marquette County, Michigan, 
the plaintiffs in the original suit, believe that the s&dy will 
be qpointless exercise if construction is allowed to con- 
tinue. In an interview shortly after the appeals court ruling, 
Shari Egglesou, Assistant Attorney General for Wisconsin, 
explained that the Navy is under no obligation to act on the 
EIS findings should they show a health risk associated with 
ELF radiation and that it is extremely unlikely that the 
study, which is not expected for release until Febmary 1985 
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at the earliest, will affect a project that is already largely 
completed. 

In a last ditch effort to slow the project, the state and the 
county applied to the US Supreme Court on August 1 for a 
stay of the appeals court order - thus reinstating the con- 
struction ban - until the court of appeals issues its deci- 
sion. The plaintiffs fded a similar motion with the appeals 
court on July 9. As we go to press, neither court has re- 
sponded. 

In the two paragraph order released on June 13, the three 
judges hearing the appeal stated that "we do not perceive 
any reason or justification for further delaying the im- 
plementation of this national defense project authorized by 
Congress and directed by t h e h i d e n t .  " 

The Navy has maintained throughout the court proceed- 
ings that national security will be jeopardized if the project 
is delayed. 

Construction has now resumed at the Wisconsin Project 
ELF site at Clam Lake, and the Navy expects to award a 
contract for the transmitter in Michigan by August 31, with 
construction on the state's Upper Peninsula to begin in Sep- 
tember. The Navy originally scheduled to complete the 
Clam Lake 'facility in September 1985 and fmish all work by 
April 1986. According to a Navy spokeswoman, the Navy is 
"currently assessing the impact of the four-and-a-half 
month delay created by the court-ordered injunction." 

... AIBS Gets Key Role 
in Project ELF ElS 

The Navy has chosen the American Institute of Biological 
Sciences (AIBS) to coordinate the literature review and 
analysis for the Project ELF supplemental environmental 
impact statement (EIS). The review will cover the bioeffects 
literature for extremely low frequency (ELF) radiation pub- 
lished afterthe Navy's 1977 EIS. 

Under a $319,000 Navy contract, AIBS has set up a 
nine-member panel chaired by Professor H.B. Graves of 
Pennsylvania State University. Both Graves and an AIBS 
spokesman told Microwave News that panel membership 
and the topic m a s  to be covered will not be fmalized until 
mid-August and so they declined to discuss details -includ- 
ing who will serve on the panel. 

The panel's report will incorporate material from two key 
sources. In addition to data provided through the Navy- 
contracted literature search underway at the IIT Research 
Institute (IlTRI), in Chicago, IL, the panel will solicit re- 
search reports from experts in specific topic areas. 

Although the AIBS report will include the panel's sum- 
mary analysis, the EIS and its final conclusions will be 
written by the Navy. The Navy has set an October 31 due 
date for the report, hut Graves indicated that this date may 
be hard to meet. Should the Navy's schedule hold, a draft 
EIS will be filed in mid-November and a final version com- 
pleted sometime in the Febmary-April period. The Navy is 
also planning to hold public hearings, probably in Decem- 
her 

AIBS is a 9,000 member not-for-profit scientific and 
educational organization based in Arlington, VA. 



M Ws and Ca ff c er (confinuedfromp.1) 

months. The rats, which were housed in a pathogen-free 
environment, had a maximum average specific absorption 
rate (SAR) of 0.4 WKg. One hundred rats were used as 
controls. 

Guy's results were presented at the annual meeting of the 
Bioelectromagnetics Society (BEMS) in Atlanta in mid-July 
by Drs. C.K. Chou and Lawrence Kunz. In two separate 
papers, they delivered low-key assessments of their fmd- 
ings: a doubling of the weight of the adrenal glands and an 
excess of total malignancies among the exposed rats. Both 
effects were statistically significant. The speakers did not 
link the two effects, however, treating them as independent 
fmdings. 

Kunz, the group's veterinary pathologist, noted that the 
incidence of each type of cancer in the rats was not in itself 
significant. The increase in cancer only became statistically 
reliable when the data were collapsed into a total cancer 
incidence index. In addition, he said that the cancer rate was 
not significant compared to historical controls rather than 
those actually used. 

A Private Meeting 

The presentations lefi much of the audience confused 
about what the results mean. But a clearer picture emerged 
later during an informal meeting with Kunz in Guy's hotel 
suite. Among those attending the briefmg were researchers 
from EPA, the National Institute for Occupational Safety 
and Health (NIOSH), Dr. Chang, Dr. Don Justesen of the 
VA Hospital in Kansas City and Dr. Sam Milham of the 
Washington State Department of Social and Health Ser- 
vices. 

Kunz reviewed the cancer data in some detail: There were 
16 malignant tumors among the exposed rats, but only four 
among the controls. He went on to describe each type of 
tumor. 

Based on this list, Chang and Milham immediately de- 
duced a pattern of increased malignancies in the endocrine 
system. There were seven endocrine neoplasms among the 
exposed rats compared to only one among the controls: two 
thyroid. two pituitary and three cortical adrenal tumors. 
(The adrenal, thyroid and pituitary glands are part of the 
endocrine system.) 

Kunz also revealed that there were six pheochro- 
mocytomas or pheos --benign adrenal tumors- among 
the exposed rats but none in the controls. Pheos secrete 
epinephrine, a neurotransmitter, and are associated with 
high blood pressure and headaches. They have also been 
connected with stress. 

Puffing the Data Together 

The emerging psltem of experimental results differed 
from the isolated observations presented at the conference. 
The exposed rats experienced a doubling of their adrenal 
mass, an increase in the number of adrenal and other 
endocrine tumors, and an increase in the number of benign 
adrenal tumors, as well as a general increase in overall 
NmOIS. 

?kro theories were put forward by those assembled in 

Guy's suite. The observed effects could be caused directly 
by the micmwave radiation, or they could be the manifesta- 
tion of ageneral stress reaction brought on by the radiation. 

Guy's results could provide an experimental basis for the 
widely repoited complaints among workers chronically ex- 
posed to microwave radiation: headaches, dizziness, mem- 
ory toss and fatigue. These symptoms have became known 
as "the microwave sickness. " 

Kunz resisted the notion that his results formed a coherent 
and consistent picture of adverse effects. He suspected that 
the increase in cancer was not a true finding. "I doubt that 
thesedata arereproducible," he said. 

All those present wanted to see the experiment repeated, 
a desire that would take y e m  to satisfy. "We might be 
seeing anything from an anomolous lowering of controls to 
a true difference indicative of non-specific stress," Justesen 
said. 

Milham, an epidemiologist and physician, later summed 
up the general sentiment of those who had heard the Kunz- 
Guy briefing: "There appears to be a pattern in the data. It 
says at minimum that the experiment should be repeated. " 

One common observation was that Guy's group had not 
set out to test whether microwaves are carcinogenic - in- 
stead they studied a large number of health-related end 
points looking for any and all ill effects. A second study 
could be specifically designed to test for the microwave- 
cancer link. 

A Provocative Finding 
The results of Guy's experiment are still under review by 

Air Force officials. One Air Force researcher told Mic- 
rowave News that he would prefer to withhold comment 
until the tumor analysis had been completed. The raw data, 
including computer tapes of all the individual data points as 
well as the pathology slides will be made available to all 
interestedparties, he said. 

The Air Force has sent the Guy results to Dr. E.H. Vemot 
of the Toxic Hazards Research Unit at the University of 
California at Irvine for an independent analysis. In a letter to 
the Air Force, Vemot wrote that the "finding of excess 
malignancies in the exposed animals is provocative. " 

Guy referred all questions about the biological aspects of 
his study to Kunz. Guy's chief assistant, Professor Chou 
said in an interview that, "We are all concerned about this, 
but we should realize that we had a small sample size." He 
concluded that "I cannot say that microwaves cause cancer 
at this time." 

For the moment, everyone is anxiously awniting the pub- 
lication of Guy's results so that the many explanatory hy- 
potheses atready circulating through the research commu- 
nity canbe tested. 

A description of Guy's experiment and his fmdings will 
appear in nine volumes published by the Air Force; a num- 
ber of these are already available. The findings discussed 
here are not ready for distribution but should be printed soon 
as "Volume 8." For more information regarding the 
availability of copies, contact the Air Force's contract moni- 
tor, Jerome Krupp at the USAF School of Aerospace Medi- 
cine, Bmoks AFB, TX 78235. 
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lmplications for ANSlStandard gin of ten was then factored in. The frequency dependent 
exwsure midelines. 1 mW/cmz in the 30-300 MHz hand. 

The rats in Guy's experiment were exposed to an SAR of stem fromke 0.4 W K ~  level. 
0.4 WKg, precisely the SAR level specified by ANSI as More than one of the representatives from the federal 
safe. "Whole body SARs below 4 W/Kg were not by con- agencies who attended the Kunz-Guy meeting noted that the 
sensus associated with effects that demonstrably constitute a new cancer results, if conlirmed, would undermine the ade- 
hazard," the ANSI committee wrote in 1982. A safety mar- quacy of the ANSIstandard. 

Past Cancer Studies 
While Guy's experiment is certainly the most ambitious 

study, it is not the fmt to fmd a connection between cancer 
and microwaves. The issue has been and continues to be 
quite controversial, at least in part because there are so few 
studies in the bioeffects literature. 

As Dr. William Kirk wrote in EPA's soon-to-be-released 
Biological Effects of Radiofrequency Radiation, "Because 
few RF radiation studies in man or animals have employed 
life span or cancer as end points and none has had sufficient 
statistical power and adequate quality contml ... the ques- 
tions of RF radiation carcinogenesis or life shortening are 
still open. None of the complete reports in the literature 
presents a convincing case for the existence of a 
significantly increased risk of cancer induction ... The data 
of Szmigielski et a[., however, raise the possibility that RF 
radiation may act as acancer promoter.. . " 

Szmigielski and co-workers at the Center for Radiobiol- 

mmely low (nanowatt) levels of broadcast radiation (see 
MWN, December 1983). EPA, which funded the study, 
faulted Morton's analysis andrefusedto publish his report. 
a Drs. John Lester and Dennis Moore of the University of 
Kansas School of Medicine in W~chita uncovered a pattern 
of cancer incidence which appeared to be related to expo- 
sure to radar radiation, though they warned that the relation- 
ship was not strong enough to establish a correlation be- 
tween the two (see Journal of Bioelectricify, 1, 59,1982 and 
MWN. July/August 1982). 
a The 1978 epidemiological study of Americans stationed at 
the U.S. embassy in Moscow uncovered a relatively high 
proportion of cancer deaths among female employees. Dr. 
Abraham Lilienfeld of Johns Hopkins University in Balti- 
more, MD, the study d i i t o r ,  noted that there was also an 
anomalously high incidence of cancer among women 
stationed in other U.S. embassies in Eastem Eumpe who 

ogy and Radioprotection in Warsaw have shown that served as conhqis. Lilienfeld could not explain this fmding, 
microwaves can promote cancer: 2450 MHz radiation is a but hesitated placing too much importance on it because of 
co-carcinogen with benzopyrene (Bioelectromagnetics. 3, 
179, 1982). They discovered that microwaves accelerated 
the development of spontaneous and chemically induced 
tumors in mice. The Polish group concluded that, "It re- 
mains an open question as to whether the tumor-accelerating 
effect observed in mice exposed to MW fields at 5 mW/cmz 
is due to specific interaction of the radiation at the cellular 
or subcellular level ... or to a nonspecific stress and/or adap- 
tation reaction." 

The other major paper in the microwave-cancer literature 
was published in 1962 by Susan Prausnitz and Dr. Charles 
Susskind of the University of California, Berkeley. They 
irradiated mice with pulsed 9.27 GHz microwaves (2 mic- 
rosecond pulses, 500 pulses per second) for four and half 
minutes a day for 59 weeks at a level of 100 mW/cmz and 
found an indication of leukemia -an increase in neo- 
plasms of the white blood cells (IRE Transactions on 
Bio-Medical Electronics, 9, 104, April 1%2). In a 1976 
review, the Food and Drug Administration called this exper- 
iment "the most discomfiting fmding in the available litera- 
ture." Nevertheless, no attempt has ever been made to rep- 
licate the Prausnitz-Susskind study. 

Epidemiological Studies 

A number of epidemiological studies have suggested a 
link between microwaves and cancer, though none are con- 
sidered reliable. 

Dr. William Morton of the University of Oregon in Port- 
land has correlated the incidence of leukemia with ex- 
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the small sample size and the long latency periods asso- 
ciated with cancer induction. The microwave exposures at 
the embassy in Moscow were very low, in the microwatt 
range. 

In addition, over the last few years there have been eight 
papers linking leukemia to extremely low freqnency (ELF) 
electromagnetic fields (see MWN, March and June 1983). 
The current consensus among researchers is that the biolog- 
ical action by ELF radiation involves a diierent mechanism 
than higher frequency radiation such as microwaves 
- though the distinction may be blurred when microwaves 
are modulated at ELFfrequencies. 

Cancer Clusters in the Workplace 

There have been at least two clusters of cancer among 
workers exposed to microwaves on the job. In each case, 
the ensuing investigations were inconclusive. 

In 1980, workers at the Communications Workers of 
America Local No. 4354 in Ragersville, OH, reported that 
five out of eight members of its AT&T Long L i e s  Depart- 

- 
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ment had developed cancer since 1971. NOSH was called 
in to study the cluster, but investigators decided that it was 
an accidental grouping, unrelated to microwaves (see 
MWN. February 1981). 
0 Also in 1980, the United Paperworkers International 
Union disclosed a cluster of nine cancer cases among twenty 
women working on RF sealers at the Beaverite Products 
Plant in Beaver Falls, NY. MOSH was again called in but 
could only identify six cancer cases. The agency did find 
that the women were exposed to radiation levels far in ex- 
cess of the then current 10 mW/cmz standard. NOSH de- 
cided to terminate the study, because as epidemiologist 
lkrry Leet explained to the union, "There is no convincing 
evidence in the scientific literature to indicate that RF radia- 
tion causes cancer in humans or animals" (see MWN, No- 
vember 1981). NIOSH bas been trying to set up an 
epidemiological study of RF sealer operators for nearly ten 
years without success. 

In the mid-1970's, two radar repairmen at the Naval Air 
Station at Quonset Point, RI, developed pancreatic cancer 
and endocrine disorders (the pancreas is part of the 
endocrine system). One of them, Robert Engell, charged 
that his condition stemmed fmm working with Tactical Air 
Navigation (TACAN) systems and filed a $4.5 million suit 

UPDATES 
COMPATIBILITY & INTERFERENCE 

ARRL v. Cable TV. ..The FCC bas denied the American 
Radio Relay League's (ARRL) petition to bar cable televi- 
sion operators from frequencies used by the Amateur Radio 
Service. Calling the league's proposed solution to interfer- 
ence problems "excessive," the commission ruled that dis- 
putes can be solved through cooperation, as demonstrated 
by the joint special committee (of ARRL, the National 
Cable Television Association and FCC staff representatives) 
set up since the petition was filed in 1982 (see MWN. Octo- 
ber 1983 and March 1984). As outlined in the commission's 
June 15 decision (No. 84-283 on RM4040), the league 
claimed that severe interference, particularly on cable TV 
Channel Eat 144-150 MHz, was "a direct result of cable TV 
systems using inadequate shielding, low quality compo- 
nents, poor cable installation techniques and inadequate 
maintenance." While noting "it is clearly the responsibility 
of the CATV system operator to solve such interference 
problems," the commission concluded there is "no justifi- 
cation in the record to preclude frequencies" from cable TV 
use. 

RFI-Free Sateom Sites ... Spectrum Planning Inc. has come 
with a simple way for finding interierence-free sites for 

C-band satellite earth stations. The company's new Pocket 
Map system can identify locations which are free of RFI 
from and to 4 and 6 GHz terrestrial microwave systems. 
Spurious 4 GHz radiation can degrade the operation of sat- 
corn receivers, while 6 GHz signals from uplink facilities 

- - 
against Ill', Raytheon, General Dynamics, Varian Asso- 
ciates and Rockwell International. The suit was settled out 
of coult under the stipulation that the amount of the settle- 
ment remain confidential (see M W N .  November 1982 and 
January/February 1983). The issue of causality was never 
addressed in court. 

1978 NIOSH Study 

In 1978, NIOSH released a literature review of the car- 
cinogenic properties of RFIMW radiation (Carcinogenic 
Properties of Ionizing and Non-ionizing Radiation: Volume 
II -Microwave and Radiofrequency Radiation, March 
1978). That study found that there was almost no informa- 
tion in the scientific and medical literature. 

NOSH argued in favor of a hypothesis proposed by Dr. 
Milton Zaret that an increase in cardiovascular disease and 
an "alleged" rise in cancer incidence in North Karelia, 
Finland, could be amibuted to nearby high-power, Soviet 
radars (Medical Research Engineering. 12 13,1976). In his 
analysis, EPA's Kirk discounts this theory as a 
"misunderstanding/misinterpretation," noting that a Fin- 
nish government spokesman bas denied any knowledge of 
increased cancer in North Karelia or of any other 
microwave-related effect. Al 

can in turn interfere with microwave receivers. The Pocket 
Map system factors in the transmit power, antenna discrimi- 
nation, antenna centerline and transmission l i e  loss of the 
terrestrial station with the gain and sidelobe of a standard 
earth station antenna to fmd acceptable sites. The technique, 
which also takes into account predicted propagation losses 
due to variations in terrain, pmduces maps which can be 
placed over USGS regional maps. For more information, 
contact Spectrum Planning's Randall Oster, 1850 N. 
Greenville Ave., Richardson, TX 75081, (214) 699-3536. 

LITIGATION 
Burgis Case Settled ... Former Army radar technician Stan- 
ley Burgis settled his suit against Western Electric (now 
AT&T Technologies Inc.) for an undisclosed sum on July 18 
(see MWN, December 1982). Burgis claimed that radiation 
from M-33 radar caused cataracts and retina damage. Ac- 
cording to Burgis's attorney Gerald McHugh Jr., at the 
Philadelphia fm of Litvin, Blumberg, Matusow & Young, 
a condition of settlement is that the tcms remilin completely 
confidential. Althoueh McHueh rehsed to comment on the 
settlement, a source &miliar 4 t h  the proceedings told Mic- 
rowave News that it was "very substantial." McHugh esti- 
mated that his client was periodically exposed to over 40 
mW/cmz and routinely exposed to 5 to 10 mWlcm2 during 
the nine months he worked on the M-33 radar in the early 
1950's. These estimates were based on Army and Air Force 
hazard surveys of other Western Electric M-33 radars. The 
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case, filed in 1980 before the US District Court for Eastem 
Pemsyivania in Philadelphia, was scheduled to come to 
trialonJuly 31. 

EBI Patent Suit ... Electro-Biology Inc. (EBI) is seeking 
over $16 million from the manufacturer and marketers of a 
bone regenerating system it claims uses the same pulsed 
electromagnetic fields (PEMFs) as the EBI Bi-Osteogen 
unit. In a complaint filed in the US District Court for the 
Northern District of Texas on April 25, the Fairfield, NJ, 
company charged American Medical Electronics Inc. 
(AME) and its independent sales representatives with patent 
infringement and false representation of their product. 
AME, based in Dallas, TX, has answered the charges, and 
the case is now in discovery. EBI V~ce President Richard 
Reisner told Microwave News that "signal specificity is 
key" to the effectiveness of the Bi-Osteogen system's non- 
invasive treatment of hard-to-heal fractures. He noted that, 
although it is possible that other signals might prove effec- 
tive, EBI believes that the signal used in AME's Physio- 
Stim (for humans) and Thorough-Stim (for horses) units is 
the same as the Bi-Osteogen's. (There is no scientific con- 
sensus on how important signal characteristics are in achiev- 
ing an effect.) Late last year, EBI concluded a successful 
defense against patent infringement claims from a sub- 
sidiary of Canada's Inco Ltd. (see MWN. December 1983). 

MEASUREMENT 
Magnetic Fields from Household Appli ances... The IIT 
Research Institute (IlTRI) of Chicago, IL, has completed 
the most detailed survey to date of magnetic fields from 
household appliances. Worst case measurements on 100 dif- 
ferent appliances of 25 basic types by IITRI's J.R. Gauger 
found that 95 percent of the maximum magnetic fields at a 
distance of 1 foot (ft) were below 100 milligauss (mG) and 
below 1 mG at 5 ft. The maximum value at 5 ft was 4.7 mG. 
Small appliances with light motors in lightweight casings 
produced stronger fields than large appliances where the 
motor is often well shielded. For example, the maximum 
reading 1 ft from a can opener was 270 mG, dropping to 1.9 
mG at 5 ft, while the maximum readings for a dishwasher 
were 26 mG and 0.7 mG at 1 and 5 ft respectively. The 
measurements were taken at 60 Hz. One electric shaver, 
however, generated its primary field at 120 Hz, and a televi- 
sion without a power transformer produced a 58 Hz field, 
the vertical sweep frequency. Background levels in the 
homes where the measurements were taken ranged from 0.5 
to 1 mG. (The Earth's natural magnetic field, which is es- 
sentially static, is approximately 0.5 G, or 500 mG.) 
Household Appliance Magnetic Field Survey, Technical 
Report E06549-3, March 1984, was prepared for the US 
Naval Electronic Systems Command, Washington, .DC 
20360. 
Resources. ..NBS has published Electrical Parameters in 
60 Hz Biological Exposure Systems and Their Measure- 
ment: A Primer, Technical Note 1191, by M. Misakian. It is 
available from the Government Printing Office, Washing- 
ton, DC 20402 for $2.25 (prepaid). Order No. 003-003- 

- - 
02581-1.. ..Georgia Tech's Dr. Glenn Smith has published 
an article on "Litat ions on the Size of Miniature Electric 
Field Probes," in the June lEEE Transactions on Mic- 
rowave Theory and Techniques. ... And a Canadian group 
headed by Health and Welfare's Maria Stuchly has written a 
paper on the performance characteristics of implantable 
E-field probes, which appears in the July IEEE Transac- 
tionson Biomedical Enaineerina. 

MEETNVGS 
Hazard Assessment Symposium ... EPA is sponsoring a 
Symposium on Electromagnetic Field Meusurements for 
Hazard Assessment on October 10-12 at the Hacienda Re- 
sort Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas, NV. In addition, there 
will be a oneday tutorial, An Introduction to Non-Ionizing 
Radiation, on October 9. Among the topics on the agenda 
are the limitations of available instrumentation, new bmad- 
band and narrowband meters and calibration techniques. 
For more information, contact: Sheri Mamhall, Dynamac 
Corp., PO Box 2198, Kensington, MD 20895, (301) 468- 
2500. 
DOE-EPRI-NYS Bioeffeets Review...This year re- 
searchers working under grants from the New Yo* State 
Power Line Project will join those with funding from DOE 
and EPRI, who are studying the biological effects of high 
voltage 60 Hz and DC transmission lines at the 1984 Con- 
tractors Review. The meeting will be held at the Sheraton 
Hotel in St. Louis, MO, November 5-7. A block of rooms 
has been set aside for participants, and a s p i a l  rate is 
available if you mention "DOE" to the reservations 
operator. Summaries of all the projects will be available two 
weeks before the meeting. If you are planning to attend or 
want a copy of the summaries, contact Dr. William Wisecup 
before September 1, Aerospace Corp., Suite 4M)O, 955 
L'Enfant Plaza, SW, Washington, DC 20024, (202) 488- 
6328. 

MILITARY SYSTEMS 
EMP System on Chesapeake Bay ... The Navy's plnn to 
build a powerful Electromagnetic Pulse Radiation Environ- 
mental Simulator for Ships (EMPRESS n) on Maryland's 
Chesapeake Bay has met strong opposition from Governor 
Harry Hughes. In a July 13 response to an angry June 18 
letter from Hughes, Secretary of the Navy John Lehman, 
Jr., promised to complete an environmental impact state- 
ment (EIS) before making a fmal decision on where to site 
the EMP generator. The Navy hopes to release a draft EIS in 
August. In order to test how well ship electronics would 
survive during a war, the EMPRESS I1 barge-mounted an- 
tenna would emit radiation similar to that released by a 
nuclear explosion. The EMP fields could reach 50 kV/m on 
ships approximately 100 meters from the proposed antenna. 
The invexted cone antenna will be 130 ft high by about 200 
ft across the top. EG&G Washington Analytical Services 
Center recently won a $20.3 million contract to design and 
develop EMPRESS II, which is scheduled to begin opera- 
tion in 1987. Meanwhile, the Navy is discontinuing use of 
EMPRESS I, a less powerful, land-based system located at 
PointPatience, Solomons, MD. 
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UPDATES 
POWER UNES 

State Actions. .. Florida...A $200,000 study of power line 
health and safety is getting underway in Florida to help the 
state's Department of Environmental Regulation evaluate 
the need for new mles. A five-member panel chaired by 
Pmfessor H.B. Graves of Pennsylvania State University is 
scheduled to submit a report by January 1. The study is 
being funded by a consortium of Florida utilities: the state 
legislahlre mandated the investigation last year without pro- 
viding necessary Funding (see M WN, July/August 1983). 

... Nevada...A June 1 federal court decision clearing the 
way for ak500 kV power lime through Henderson, NV, has 
been appealed. It all started when the town bmught suit last 
year t6 move the l i e .  Henderson argued that the envimn- 
mental imoact statement (EIS) for the 500-mile Intermoun- 
tain POW; Pmject line ihade&ately addressed health and 
safety issues and that the U.S. Department of Interior had 
overstepped its authority in granting mute approval. Judge 
Leland Nielsen of the US District Court of Nevada found 
that the EIS was adequate, and more importantly, that local 
law could not take ~recedent over federal authoritv to erant 
right-of-way on fedkral land (Citizens for a ~et te ;  ~eGder- 
son v. James Watt, (N-LV 83-306, HEC). The appeal was 
filed June 22 in the US Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in 
Las Vegas by theplaintiffs' attorney, WibethFoley. 

... Virginia ... A joint subcommittee of the Virginia legisla- 
ture set up to study power line health and safety issues (see 
MWN. June 1984) will hold its fmt hearing on August 9 in 
the town of Floyd. A second hearing for expert testimony 

Microwave News reaches a select audience of specialists in 
non-ionizing radiation, and you can too. AdvelGse in Mic- 
rowave News classifieds. Rates start at $50 for V32 of a 
page, $95 for V16 and $175 for V8. For information or to 
reserve space, callus at (212) 725-5252. 

VDTHealth and Safety 

VDT News is the resource for reliable, upto-date infoma- 
tion on VDT health and safety. Coverage includes research, 
legislation and resources. Order today ($18/year for individ- 
uals [personal check required], $35/year for institutions.) 
Orders must be prepaid. Send to: VDT News, PO Box 1799, 
Grand Cenhal Station, New York, NY 10163, (212) 725- 
5254. 

* 
VDTr BS3 Now Available 

Video Display Terminals: 1983 Health and Safety Update is 
now available for only $7.50 prepaid. VDTs: Health nnd 
Safety 1981-1982 is still only $6.95 prepaid. Order your 
copies from VDT News now. 

will be held in Richmond in September or October. For 
infoxmation, contact Ms. Terry Mapp, Division of Legisla- 
tive Services, Virginia Legislature, PO Box 3A-G, 
Richmond, VA 23208, (804) 786-3591. 

VDTs 

Regulations for VDT Radiation? ... Federal regulation of 
VDT radiation emissions falls within the authority of the 
Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968, ac- 
cording to a legal note published in the November 1983 
Southern California Low Review (Vo1.57, No.1). Author 
Sheryl Gordon McCloud argues that the Act "enables [the 
Center for Devices and Radiological Health] to regulate a 
risk of injury," (emphasis McCloud's) and that such a risk 
exists with VDT radiation emissions. The note, Pink Collar 
Blues: Pote~tial Hazards of Video Display Terminal Rdia- 
tion, challenges federal poficics which-assume that available 
data on VDTs are conclusive. McCIoud argues that, "In the 
face of [the uncertainty about possible hazards], govem- 
ment publicatious assure us that VDTs are safe and that 
cunent standards are adequate. This note seeks to discredit 
these conclusions and to undermine the complacency they 
engender." She advocates "that federal rulemakers and pol- 
icy makers acknowledge that our knowledge of VDT 
hazards is incomplete, and that our current rules, policies 
and standards offer no guarantee of safety to workers." 
Single copies of the law review are available for $9.00 each 
from the Gould Schwl of Law, The Law Center, U~versity 
of Southern California, University Park, Los Angeles,'CA 
90089. (continuedonp.I2) 

Can You Afford Not to Subscribe toMicmwave News? 
Are you reading someone else's copy of Microwave News? 
Or are you breaking the law and reading a photocopy of 
Microwave News? STOP! Subscribe today. 

MicrnwaveNews R e s u c h  Sewice 
To help our readers stay on top of legislative and regulatory 
developments, Microwave News now offers a research ser- 
vice. For a small fee, our staff will obtain and send you 
copies of legislation, regulations and other important docu- 
ments. Resource areas covered include: powerlimes, state 
exposure standards, government reports and VDT health 
and safety legislation. 
The cost for this service is $0.25/page with a minimum of 
$3.50 per document, plus postage. Rush orders cost $0.401 
page with a minimum of $7.50 a document. We also will do 
indepth research for you at $20.00 an hour. 
For a list of available materials or for more information, 
write Microwave News Research Services, PO Box 1799, 
Grand Centnl Station, New York, NY 10163, or call (212) 
725-5252. 
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FROM THE FIELD 
€PA Options Paper on RFIM W Guidance 

As we reported in o w  June issue, the Environmental Protection BiologicalEffects 
Agency's (EPA) proposed guidance for public exposure to Biological effects are related to the rate at which RF energy is 
radiofrequency and microwave (RFIMW) radiation has met stiff absorbed by an individual. This "dose rate" is usually expressed 
opposition within the agency and may be scrapped. It is now as watts per kilogram of body mass (W&) and is termed the 
known that the objections are cominp from EPA's Offce of Policv SuecifiE Absorution Rote GAR). The available information on 
Planning and ~viluation (OPPE). g n  May 11, sh>ly &er t11> diolo~ical eff&ts of RF radiation have been critically reviewed and 
drag7 guidance was submined for internal apeno, review ~ r i o r  to summarized in [an1 extensive rewn rrrerrared by ORD; the rewrt 
publi&ztion in the Federal ~&ister, ~ e ~ u &  ~is is tant  Adminis- 
trator Jack Campbell of OPPE circulated an options paper rec- 
onunending that EPA take no regulatory action on RFIMW radia- 
tion. The Ofice of Radiarion Programs (ORP), opparently sur- 
prised by OPPE's stance, is now lobbying to sove tlre guidance it 
spew jive years developing. Agency oficiols have remained un- 
usuaiiy tight-lipped about the ongoing struggle, and will only say 
thnta decision isexpectedby fall. 

Thefill ten of Campbell's options paper is printed below. The 
paper was addressed to Assistant Adminisnators Joseph Cannon, 

has been reviewedand approvedby &e [science Advisory BO&I 
(SAB) for the purpose of standard-setting, although the SAB of- 
fered w guidance in where the standard shouldbe set. 

A very wide range of biological effects has been observed in 
experimental animals: 

0 At levels far in excess of that found in the general envi- 
ronment, short-term wbole-body exposure to RF radiation 
can be lethal (typically for SAR > 30 WKg). Brief expo- 
sure to similarly high RF levels in experimental animals has 
been shown to lead to b i i  defects. increased resomtions. 

0Jjice of Air unrl Radiotion. and Bernurd ~ o l , i . ~ t r i ~ .  Ofice of lowcrbirth weight and reduced survi;alrales ingeneA. 
' 

Research ondDevelopment (ORDI. u At somewhat lower SAR levels of 630 W/Ke (but still far u. 

Options for Addresing Potentially Adverse above levels found in the general envimnment), generally 

Health Effectsfrom observed effects in experimental animals include decreased 

Public Exposure to Radiofrequency Radiation birth weight, rwluced fertility, and various immunologic, 
hematologic and hormonal effects. Changes in animal be- 

ORP'SPROPOSAL havior have also been observed. (In some experiments. a 
O W  is rammendine that EPA use its Federal Radiation Coun- SAR in the range 4 6  W/Kg has been found to be lethal to 

cil Authority to propose-guidance which would limit pubtic expo- 
sure to radiohe4uencv IRD radiation. More smcificallv. OW'S . . .  . 
proposal would provide federal guidance that fi expos& to the 
public should be limited to a whole-bodv Sorcific Absororion Rate . '  . 
?~AR)equal to or less than 0.04 watts perkilogram(~kg).  

ISSUES FORRESOLUTION 
- - 

The primary issues requiring resolutiouare as follows: 
1. Should EPA propose guidance? 
2. If guidance is to be proposed, what SAR value is appro- 
priate? 

BACKGROUND 
There am no federal standards/~uidelines for controlline excu - - .  

sure of thegeneralpublic to W radiation in the environment at this 
time. (But there am FDA standards for microwave ovens. OSHA 
reco&ndations for limits on occupational exposures and a vol- 
untary "standard" for occurrational exwsure develooed bv the 
~mehcan  National ~tmddnls'lnrtitu~e (ANSI).) 

Thew is no statutow resuirement to oromule;~te RF limits. but - .  - 
the agency has been requested to prepare guidance by various 
federal (FCC, NTIA), state and local agencies and private sector 
groups. Public comments to a December 1982 ANPRM [advanced 
notice of proposed rule making] strongly supported the develop 
ment of RF guidance. 

O W  believes guidance is needed to: (1) Limit the potential 
public health consequences of increasing and continuous exposure 
to RF radiation in the general environment, and (2) Provide a 
Sound basis for (hopefully) uniform state and local standards. Final 
promulgation of Federol Radiation Guidance requires the Presi- 
denfssignature. Guidance would not be "enforced" by EPA; each 
federal agency would be separately responsible for implementing 
and complying with the guidance, e.g., the FCC is granting or 
renewing radio licenses. 

Important RF sources include such facilities as AM and FM 
radio stations, television, radar, satellite communication and mic- 
rowave relay systems, land mobile radio and amateurradio. 

rats, dogs andrabbits.) 
o At SAR levels bee inn in^ to moroach those that mav be " " .. 
formed in this general environment (somewhat less than 4 
WIKa). the oublic health sienificance of the observed biw 
logi&eff&Is;are stit1 coolkversial. Retiminary findings 
include various neurological, metabolic and histologic 
changes in animal tissue and cells in vitro; behavioral 
changes in animals exposed under conditions of high am- 
bient tempenhue and humidity; and some tentative indico- 
tion that RF radiation may act in some cases as a cancer 
promoter or co-carcinogen in animals at a whole-body SAR 
of 2-3 WIKg. 

In regard to the Specific Absorption Rate, the ORD repon's 
Summary and Conclusions Section finds that "the data currently 
available on the relation of SAR to biological effect show evidence 
fur biological effects at an SAR level of about 1 WKg. This value 
is lower by a factor of 4 than 4 WKg, the value above which 
reliable evidence of hazardous effects was found by ANSI (1982) 
following a review of the literature in February 1979." W~th re- 
spect to body ("core") temperahues, the review's Summary finds 
that "exposure of human g i g s  at frequencies in the resonant 
region at an SAR of approximately 1 WKg produces signit~cant 
changes in body temperature under some environmental condi- 
tions." 

The report thus concludes that the "review of the currently 
available literature on RF radiation provides evidence that biolog- 
ical effects occur at an SAR of about 1 WKg; some of them may 
be significant under certain environmentai conditions." 

Publlc Exposure Data 
Over the last decade, O W  has made fairly extensive mca- 

surements uf RF radiation in the general environment. These mea- 
surements were generally made in terms of power densities (rather 
than SARs) expressed in terms of microwatts per square centimeter 
(uWlcm2). Even in urban areas, where RF radiation levels am 
generally much higher than in rural regions, very few (9 any) 
individuals in the generalpublic are currently exposed to a SAR of 
I WIKg. 
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FROM THE FIELD 
ORP studies found that in 15 major U.S. cities 99.4 percent of 

the population were expored to powcr densities < 1 uWlcm' in the 
pr i&G frequency range of interest (equivalent to a SAR of 
< O.WW WlKg at resonance). About 0.3 percent of the popula- 
tion was found to be exposed to power densities from 1-to-2 uW/ 
cn?; 0.07 percent from 5-to-10 uW/cd and 0.02 percent from 
10-20 uW1cd. (For reference, a 20 uW/cm2 exposure is eqniva- 
lent to a SAR of about 0.008 W/Kg at resonance.) The median 
exposure was estimated to be 0.13348 uW/cd. Power densities in 
non-urban areas would typically be several factors of 10 lower. 
Thus, only a very small fraction of the population is exposed to RF 
levels that even approach those that are currently thought to be 
sienificant. The maximum level measured in urban emund-level 
locations commonly frequented by people was 16.9 uWlcd  
feuuivalent to SARof about 0 . W  W K e  fatresonance)). . . 

Sources likely to produce the most significant poGlation expo- 
sure levels are FM radio and VHF television sotions. Field inten- 
sities generally decrease rapidly as one moves away f m m  the 
bmadcast tower. Power densities fmm FM radio stations, for ex- 
ample, typically drop by a factor of 10 as one moves away from the 
base of the tower by a distance on the order of 150 feet. EPA 
meanuements inside high buildings that are close to broadcast 
antennas have found power densities up to about 100 uW/cd (or 
about 0.04 WlKg at resonance). In special circumstances. EPA 
measurements at locations containing multiple-towers andlor 
multiple-antennas in very close proximity found power densities 
on public property of up to about 7,MX) uW/cn? (or about 2.8 
WlKg at resonance). While often accessible to the general public. 
comparatively few people approach such locations and those 
people are typically thereforonly a brief period. 

ORP'sRatioaalefor tbePmpwed 0.04 WiKg Standard 
O W  is proposing to talre this 1 WlKg SAR value and reduce it 

to 0.04 WKg to derive RF guidance for the general public. On the 
draft proposal, O W  actually staits with a SAR value of 4 WKg, a 
level at which biological effects are "obviously adverse." and 
ieduces itto0.04 WKgby using asafety factorof 100.) 

The basisforORP'sproposalis asfollows: 
n The 4 WlKg SAR "observed effects" level is based 
lwelv  on animal data for short-duration exposures under 
ooi-&ssfu~ temperature and humidity conditions. ( ~ t  
biaher temoerature and humiditv conditions. effects should 
o c C u r a t ~ o \ ; e r ~ ~ ~ s . )  
0 There is currently little information on long-term effects 
inanimalsorhumaos. 
0 There are considerable differences in buman susceptib'ility 
to thermal stress. Young children and older individuals are 
especially sensitive. 
0 Some biological effens are known to occur below 4 
WKg. 
0 The SAR within specific parts of the body can exceed the 
whole-body average SAR value by as much as a factor of 
100. 
o For occupolional exposures, the "safety factor" selected 
by the American National Standards Institute for its volun- 
tary standard was 10. (For ionizing radiation, an additional 
factor of 10 is used to go from an occupational to a general 
population standard. A similar choice for RF radiation 
h"uldresult inanoverallsdcfcty factorof 100.) 
n Anibient temperature and humidity conditions in thc gen- 
eral envimomeht may be such as to impose thermal stress 
even ignoring the additional thermal stress potentially asso- 
ciated with RFradiation. 
0 Mathematid simulations suggest a 2.3 WlKg SAR 

should lead to a 1 degree C increase- in human ("Mre") 
temperature. (Occupational standards recommend that 
workers should not -be permitted to continue their wok  
when their temperature rises by 1 degree C.) A 1 WlKg SAR 
is estimated to increase core temperam by about 0.5 de- 
m c .  - 
o Economic impacts do not appear to be especially sensitive 
toche safety factorof 100. (Moreonthisshortly.) 

OPPE Position 
OPPE recommends Option 1 [see below] which provides for the 

dissemination of all available health information to the public. 
FCC and others intereaed in this issue. OPPE does not believe 
available dataindicate a need forEPAregulation, because: 

0 There ate only a few facilities (if any) exposing individ- 
uals to RF A a t i o n  at levels wbere adverse effects have 
beenobserved inanimal studies. 
0 Studies did not show effects thought to be advem until 
the SAR was > 1 WlKg, while it is true that most animal 
studies were shoe in duration and didn't account for~bieher " 
temperature or humidity. This is several orders of mag- 
nitude above typical exposfm levels. 
0 We have IW basis to assume that long-term biological 
changes will be adverse to human health. This kind of un- 
certainty iscomnmnamong EPA's bealth related actions. 
0 It is probably true (although we don't have epidemiologi- 
cal data that children and the elderly are more sensitive to 
RF radiation but the number of exwsed m o l e  must be 
remembered: 99.4 percent of the u rbk  pop~latibn and @re- 
surnably) essentially 100 percent of the he population are 
exposed to less than 0.0004 WKg. (The remainder of the 
urban population is thought to be genemlly exposed to less 
than0.008 WlKg.) 
0 It is true that biological effects ate known to take place 
below 4 WlKg but it is not established that these are ad- 
verseto human health. 

The safety factor of 10 chosen by ANSI is arbihary; the 
safety factor of 100 proposed by O W  is equally so; both are 
well below the observed health effectslevel. 
0 While it is possible that ambient weather conditions could 
exace&ate RF bealth effects, tbis possibility has not been 
studied in detail sufficient enough to be used for guidance 
(at the RF radiation levels normally found in the general 
environment). 

It is true that the cost to society of this standard is not 
enormous. However given the remote probability that 
someone would die of ambient RF exposures, the cost per 
life savedof thisstandardis infinite. 
0 The 0.04 WKg standard is inconsistent with the risk 
management decisions EPA has made in: (a) benzene 
(NESHAP) (b) arsenic (NESHAP) (c) asbestos (Section 5 
TSCA) (d) EDB (e) SO2 WAAQS) (f) PM(NAAQS). 
0 It has been suggested that an EPA standard will give the 
public assurance-&at they are safe from RE If this-is me, 
exposures above the standard would probably be perceived 
asdangerous (even though perhaps &low the obxrved ef- 
fects level).We have IW ;lssumce that states won't automnt- 
ically regulatebelowany EPAstandard. 

Compliance Measures 
At broadcast stations wbere guidance is exceeded. OW sug- 

gests there are generally several alternative ways to achieve com- 
pliance. Dependingoncircumstances. these may include: 

0 Post area over guideline; 
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FROM THE FIELD 
b. Con: (1) Could indicate to the public that levels above 0.4 
W/Kg are dangernus whereas data indicate otherwise. (2) 
Inconsistent with other EPA actions in that it is below the no 
observable health effects level. (3) Could be perceived as 
inadequate because it permits public exposures at a level 
equal to the generally accepted occupational guidance by 
ANSI. (4) Could lead to heat stress for some temperatures 
and humidity conditions for some population groups (the 
young, the aged and those with cardiovascular disease), if 
these individuals remain within 1lW200 feet of the facility 
for a continuous period of time. (5 )  No certainty that states 
and cities will adopt it; they could adopt a more stringent 
srndard. 

S.BaseProposed Guidaorroo a SARof0.04 W/Kg. 
(ORPs proposal) 

a. Pro: (1) Stmngly protective of public health in relation to 

- - 

Options 1 4  above. (2) Consistent with the usual practice of 
generally providing substantially more protective standards 
for the general public than those established for occupa- 
tional exposures. (3) A 0.04 WIKg SAR limit should protect 
against any thermally-related bealth effects in all human 
populations even under adverse temperature and humidity 
conditions, based on available data. It would result in a 
maximum estimated 2-10-4 percent increase over the basal 
metabolic rate. 
b. Con: (1) Relatively high cost to society ($39 million, 
spread over six years). (2) No known health benefit for costs 
incuned in setting a standard below 1 WKg. (3) Seems 
inconsistent with recent agency decisions in that it is well 
below the known observable health effects level. (4) No 
certninty that states and cities will adopt it; they could adopt 
more stringent standards. 

UPDATES (contrnuedfiom p.8) 
Legi slation ... The California Assembly defeated bill num- 
ber 3175 by 37-25, after the Ways and Means Committee 
approved the measure by a narrow margin. The  
committee-passed version was markedly different from the 
bill originally introduced by Assemblyman Tom Hayden 
(see MWN. May 1984). The amended bill, though 
weakened in many respects, still would have required em- 
ployers either to shield terminals to block non-ionizing radi- 
ation emissions or to provide alternative work during preg- 
nancy for operators; the bill also would have established a 
task force to determine how to protect VDT workers. Fol- 
lowing the Assembly's vote, Hayden asked that the bill be 
sent back to the Labor Committee for further hearings. This 
motion was approved and new bearings are expected in the 
fall .... In Connecticut, state offic~als, computer manufactur- 
ers and labor groups have agreed to form a VDT study task 
force, following the completion of a stody required by a 

1983 law (see MWN, June 1983). No meetings have been 
held yet, and no agenda has been prepared.. . .Massachusetts 
legislators have added $75,000 to the state's fiscal 1985 
budget for a VDT bealth and safety study. Originally advo- 
cated by Representative Elizabeth Metaver as an amend- 
ment & the House of Representatives, the money will be 
used by the Department of Labor and Industries' division of 
occupational hygiene to "evaluate virtually every aspect of 
VDT work." nccordine to a leeislative staffer. The budeet 
officially t&k effect onJuly 1, i u t  no timetable has beenset 
for the study.. . .Representative Karen Clark introduced 
Minnesota's f ~ t  VDT legislation earlier this year, but no 
action was taken on the measure. Bill number H.E 2333 
would have required employers to provide adjustable fumi- 
ture and terminals, glare reduction procedures and annual 
eye examinations. Semiannual testing for radiation emis- 
sions "above allowable standards" and alternative work 
during pregnancy also were included in the legislation. 

September 10-13: 4th Iotemtional Cwlerear on Dielectric Materials, 
Me~sumnents and Annticatioos. Univcnitv of Lamcaster. Earland. Con- 
tact: institution of ~l&cal Engin&, ~ o v a i  place, Landin f C 2 ~  OBL, 
England. (01) 240-1871.cnt. 222. 

Septwnber 10-13: 14th Eumpean Microwave Cwlererm, Liege, Bel- 
gium. ConL?ct: Micmwave Exhibitions & Publishers. Convex House, 43 
DudlcyRd..Thnbridge Wclls. KcntTNl ILE.England. 

September 17-19: 1% h u p l  Microwave Power Symposium, Min- 
aeapolis Plaw Hotel, Minneapolis. MN. Contact IMPI, Suite 520, 301 
Maple Ave. West. Vienna. VA 22180. (703) 281.l5l5. 

September 17-19: 37th h p l  Coalerem on Engineering in Medicine 
aMI Bidogy, Las Angeles Hiltan, Las Angeles, CA. Contact: Patricia 
Homer, Alliance for Engineuing in Medicine and Biology, Suite 402. 
4405 East-West Hwy.. Bethcsda. MD 20814, (301) 657-4142. The 6th 
Annual Cmle~oee of the IEEEEugiraring in Medium and Bidogy 

will mcct September 15-17 immediarely before tho ACEMB meet- 
Ing. 
September 17-21: NATO Advaoehd R-h Wortrshap on Intern- 
Boos Betaem Ekctmmngmtic Fields and Cells, fix. Itnly. Contact: 
Professor A. Chiabnra. Biophysical and Elcchonic Engineering Dept., 
Viaall'OpcraPiaIlA, 16145Gcma.Itnly, (10)311811. 

September 18-21: 4th International Coderem w Eleetmmagnctic 

Compatibility, UniversiIy of Sumy, Guildford. England. Contact: Instihl- 
tion of Electmnic and Rndio Engineers. 99 Gower St., London WClE 
6AZ.England. (01) 388-3071. 

September 26-28: International Symposium on Ektmrlatia -Appli- 
cations & Hazards, Polygon Hotel. Southampton, England. Contact: 
Helen Raquet. Oyer Scientific and Tshnical Services, Bath House, 56 
Holbam Viaduct, LondonEClA2EX. England, (01) 236480. 

October 2-4: Ioteraetiw of Biologjcal Systems with Static and ELF 
Eleetric and Magnetic Fields, Holiday Inn, Richland, WA. Conlact: 
Patricia Bresina. Battelle Pacific NW Labs, W Box 999, Richland. WA 
99352, (509) 376-0100. 

October 2-4: 6th Amud Electrical Oters t~ff ik tmsla t ic  Discharge 
Sympium, Mmiutt Ilmel. Philndclphia, PA. Contact: EOVESD Sym- 
poslurn. WBox 9172. ForICollinr. a38U525,(303)221-8059. 

October 10.12: Symposium on Ek tmnqwt ic  Field Measurements 
for Hazard m n t ,  Hacienda ResorI Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas, 
NV. Contact: Sheri Marshall. Dynamac Carp. W Box 2198. Kensington. 
MD20895, (301)468-2MO. 

October 16-18: 1964 International Svmwsium on Ektmmanoetic 
Compatibility, Tokyo. Japan ~antsc; &fer,ur T Taka@. Gt of 
Cammunlcouons, Tohakv Un~vcntty. Sendu. 980. Jdpm. (0222) 22-1800. 
ext. 4266. 
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